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Book by Michaud, Terry, Michaud, Doris

Priced Nostalgia Press is dedicated to cataloging the still often overlooked toys of the 1980's,
this guide delves into those colorful ponies every girl in the 80's had or at least wanted. . . --Funk
& JunkAbout the AuthorHeather DePonia got her first pony as a toddler and it sparked a lifetime
love of all things MLP. In addition to her large My Little Pony collection, Heather also collects
several other toys from the 80s and 90s and has contributed to multiple Priced Nostalgia
collecting guides including an illustrated price guide to She-Ra: Princess of Power toys called
The She-Ra Collector s Inventory.Heather also writes plays and fiction under the name Hillary
DePiano as well as non-fiction as T. W. Seller. For more information, visit her online at
HillaryDePiano.com or TheWhineSeller.com.
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Love my Books, “Marvelous storybook about teddy bears. This is a marvelous, heartwarming
book all about those loveable, adorable, teddy bears. Filled with beautiful color photos of a very
wide variety of the old teddies (even miniature teddy bears are included)as well as some of your
more contemporary teddy bears too. There's a total of 40 stories about bears, the teddy bear
owners and related subjects. You'll also read about and see photos of irresistable topics ranging
from the mechanical bears, teddy bear books, not so cute looking teddy bears and even lady
bears. This book includes over 170 photographs to illustrate the talies and all the other
information that is so interesting to read about. It would make a great gift to any teddy bear
collector or even the beginning collector! I highly recommend this book, and guarantee you
won't want to put it down.”

The book by Marshall Sponder has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 2 people have provided feedback.
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